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CITY OF VERGENNES  
CITIZEN REVIEW BOARD COUNCIL EXPLORATORY COMMITTEE   

November 17th, 2020 Remote Meeting Via Zoom  

APPROVED minutes  

Meeting started about 6:15. Allison Rimmer contacted Renny Perry, interim City Manager, and  
opened the Zoom meeting.  

Bryan Goodkowsky resigned as Chair and did not assign someone to open the Zoom room.  

Maggie Shadroui temporarily appointed, pending approval of City Council. 

Present   

Alicia Grangent 
Nial Rele 

Maggie Shadroui 
Jon Kidde  

John Coburn  
Mark Koenig 

Cheryl Brinkman 
Mabrouka M’Barek 

Discussion about replacing Bryan as Chair 

Alicia volunteered to be Chair  

Mabrouka M made motion for Alicia to be chair; Motion seconded by Allison R.  

Discussion. 

Vote in favor of Alicia as Chair 

INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES: 

--Erroneous zoom info last week; CRB could not meet  

-- Bryan apologized for being short at CC meeting  
-- No minutes from last meeting; so we will not discuss minutes  

-- Introduce new members:  
 
Mark K: council, school board member. Wants to help fill out committee to get through  

exploratory part  
Mabrouka M;’Barek researcher in sociology; works on citizen engagement  
Jon Kidde: works on issues of citizen engagement; wants to do volunteer work in     
 Vergennes 
John Coburn: was on PC; prior experience on boards 
Allison: get exploratory work done  
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Maggie: get involved with Vergennes  
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Allison appointed Recording Secretary. 

Concerns about involved in municipal service:  
  Committee members had FOIA requests this summer; people weren’t sure about 
representation; it was difficult.  
  If we are public officials for the city of Vergennes, we are subject to FOIA.  
  If we are public officials, we need access to legal counsel from the city lawyer.                                             
 Committee members didn’t have legal representation during FOIA requests this 
summer.  
 
*Nial: take a deep breath, look forward as a group. Thank you to Alicia. 

  

Mark K: Brief explanation of Open Meeting Law   

 *We are a government entity  
*Must set and post agendas. 

*Must post minutes 
  *Public can attend our meetings, but they are not public meetings.  Public comment 
can happen at beginning, end or after each topic.  Just decide and be consistent.  
 *Public states name and address, and directs questions to the chair.  
 *We can’t give answers—if it wasn’t on the agenda, we can’t discuss it.   
 *Executive session: Mark will explain when/if we ever need Executive Session  
 
Mark K: Brief explanation of FOIA 

 *FOIA is directed to an “entity”, i.e. the Governor of Vermont.                                                                          
 *No one can make FOIA to a specific person 

 *A person can make a FOIA to the City of Vergennes. The Custodian of Record (City 
Manager) should have all records.  The CM would review records for any confidential 

information and provide requested information to the FOIA.  

 *Renny sees this committee as a City appointed committee; the City of Vergennes 

would handle any FOIA requests. 
 *Expect anything you say or write to be public. 

         *Write/speak clearly, no jokes, no double entendres.  
 *Mark has a separate gmail account for this committee;  

 *Recommends we each set up a gmail account just for this committee 
--Mark K will ask Renny if we can have a CRB @ City of Vergennes email so public can email 

the committee 

Jon K: what to do if you feel intimidated by someone for your work on the committee? 

Mark K: make sure Renny knows; Renny can bring to police if need be. Put it in writing.   
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--Nial shared screen to share CRBEC Preliminary report, which was submitted to City 

Council on 8/11/20.  See CREBEC Preliminary Report. 
 

 *Oversight would be beneficial; what type and how to be determined 
 *Can we legally have a review board?: Yes 

  
  *Preliminary report recommends a community survey, which was not part of the 
original charge.       
                          
*Alicia feels survey would be useful to get feedback from citizens.  
 
  *Former City Manager Dan Hofman did create a RFP for a survey on racial bias in 
Vergennes.   
  *Not clear on status of that RFP 

--Group reviewed original charge.  See Mayoral Exploratory Committee, Charge to the 

Committee, June 15th, 2020. 

 *Have charges been sufficiently answered?  

  *Can the City have a CRB: Yes  

  *Should the City have a CRB: Yes  

  
 *Recommend the structure of a CRB first, in order to figure out steps to 

implementation and qualifications for membership.        
       

 *Ask the community: do you have any concerns and how should we address them?  

 

*Cheryl Brinkman: What's our timeline? Is there a rush? NACOLE 101 suggests at least 6 

 months. 

 

*Mark K: allow the Council to direct us on how much detail and information they want.  We 
provide them with updates and reports.   

*Mabrouka M: divide up the charges among members/teams. Flesh out and report back.  

*Nial R:  RE: survey:  
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 we don’t have resources or authority to make that happen.   Would like to put on CC 
agenda: does CC want a survey, separate from the current RFP on racial bias survey? CRBEC 

recommends we have a survey.  
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 *Jon K: overarching question: is a survey necessary and what are the benefits?  
 Each CRB model has different answers to the charges.  

  Survey is premature: we need to articulate why we need a CRB and what its format 

is so citizens are informed in order to answer a survey.  

 

*John C: agrees that a survey is premature. 

*Mabrouka M: We don’t need a survey about racial bias in Vergennes.  There are existing 
studies about racial profiling in VT and specifically in Vergennes. 

 

--Committee assignment:    

 Look at Rutland’s model: review July 30th meeting with Sean Sargent from Rutland 
Police Commission. Link to that Zoom meeting is on City website.  

*Allison R: talk with Bristol and Middlebury who are also looking at CRB. 

*Mark K:  suggests this committee divide up looking at the 3 models of CRB. What survey 

questions would go along with that model?  

 

*Cheryl B: Investigative model isn’t right for us; why bother looking at it?  

*John C: just write a paragraph saying: we looked at it, won’t work for us.  

 

--Teams assigned to look at Auditor/Monitor Model; Hybrid Model; Review Model 
 Cheryl B, John C, Mark K: look at Audits/Monitors Model 

 Mabrouka M, Nial R, Jon K: look at Hybrid Model and write paragraph explaining that 
Investigative Model isn’t recommended. 

 Alicia G, Maggi S, Allison R: look at Reviews or Hears Appeals of Internal Police 
Investigations. 

 
*Mabrouka M: flesh out reports.  Perhaps another team to do more homework on the issues 

that help inform the model we choose.   Example: police budget has increased beyond what 

declining population and crime rate might seem to warrant.  Police budget has increased 

under City Council so perhaps Council isn’t the right model to review police.  Make model 

recommendations relevant to OUR community. 
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*Mabrouka M, Nial R:  What are Vergennes’s issues? Does Model X Y or Z answer our issues?  

*Alicia G: original committee recommended a CRB for Vergennes, so our next steps are: 
  What is form of our CRB, what does it look like, how do we pay for it? 

 
*Mark K: remember, we bring our recommendation to the Council; council can accept or reject  

or modify our proposal. 
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 *John C: will make google drive with resouces. Google drive will link to city website so our 
resources are available to the public.  The drive will be readable but not editable 

--Reports are due to Alicia G by Monday 30th. 

--Alicia will check with Bryan G to find minutes for 8/4 and 8/6 meetings. Those minutes are 

not posted on the City website. 

--Bring Maggi’s appointment to the City Council for approval at next Council meeting 

--Next CRBEC meeting will be  

Thursday Dec 3rd at 6:00. 

--Any public comments?  

 No public comments 

Motion to adjourn made by Nial R, seconded by Mabrouka M. 

Meeting adjourned 8:08  

Respectfully submitted— 

 

Allison Rimmer 


